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For Autonomous HumanMachine Teams and Systems (A-HMT-S) to function in

a real-world setting, trust has to be established and verified in both human and

non-human actors. But the nature of “trust” itself, as established by long-

evolving social interaction among humans and as encoded by humans in the

emergent behavior of machines, is not self-evident and should not be assumed

a priori. The social sciences, broadly defined, can provide guidance in this

regard, pointing to the situational, context-driven, and sometimes other-than-

rational grounds that give rise to trustability, trustworthiness, and trust. This

paper introduces social scientific perspectives that illuminate the nature of trust

that A-HMT-S must produce as they take root in society. It does so by

integrating key theoretical perspectives: the ecological theory of actors and

their tasks, theory on the introduction of social problems into the civic sphere,

and the material political economy framework developed in the sociological

study of markets.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, Autonomous Human Machine Teams and Systems (A-HMT-S) are

defined as teams that include humans and increasingly intelligent and autonomous

machines working together [1, 2]. Intelligent machines are defined as machines or

algorithms that think by scanning data for patterns, make inferences, and learn by

testing inferences [3]. Advances in deep learning in the 21st century bring this emerging

phenomenon closer to reality [1, 2, 4], though the idea of thinking machines was explored

decades ago by Turing, Shannon,Weiner, Simon, and others, and was foreshadowed to an

extent by Babbage’s Difference Engines and Analytical Engine a century before that [5].

A key advance in the conceptualization of A-HMT-S is that intelligent machines are

intended to operate as full-fledged team members collaborating with humans [4, 6]. Not

only do they assist human decision-making and automate information processing, they

also make decisions on their own and instruct human workers and other machines [7].
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For example, an artificially intelligent co-worker named Charlie

has been developed by Cummings et al. [4]. Charlie is designed to

perform typical white-collar tasks: she gives interviews, takes part

in brain-storming sessions, and collaborates in writing papers.

But exhibiting recognizable and anthropomorphized agency or

human-like identity, as Charlie does, is not central to the

definition of A-HMT-S. They may not have the attractive

features of Blade Runner’s replicants, but they have the kind

of intelligence that would pass the Turing Test in the specific

tasks to which they are assigned. They will also someday pass the

“toilet test”—the ability to run unsupervised while humans

address their bodily needs [8]. In short, the defining feature of

intelligent machines that constitute A-HMT-S is that they can

model human recognition, learning, and reasoning [3].

As our machine helpers become increasingly autonomous

and intelligent, it leads to increasing interdependence between

human and non-human actors. Although that evolution is far

from complete and may never end, quasi-A-HMT-S with semi-

autonomous machines are now commonplace. They diagnose

and treat diseases [9], drive vehicles [1, 10], fly airplanes [11, 12],

educate students, conduct research [4], trade stocks and

derivatives [8], market products and services [13], fight wars

[2], all with mixed results.

Algorithms lie at the core of these capabilities. In addition to

their sheer ubiquity, their complexity and opacity and their

anticipated consequences for humanity have motivated

interdisciplinary research on societal effects of A-HMT-S [14,

15]. This paper is part of that interdisciplinary effort, addressing

a crucial aspect of the implications of the integration of A-HMT-

S into society: trust.

In traditional organizations, trust among workers is

essential in achieving quality performance [16]. The

increasing interdependence between humans and intelligent

machines poses a series of trust-related questions: as machines

become more autonomous, what are the causes and

consequences of trust-building in A-HMT-S? What does it

mean to trust non-human actors in a system? This paper

uses a social-scientific toolkit to address these questions. In

doing so, it might help to quickly look backward for a moment

and consider the issue as it was faced by users of the earliest

known human tools: handaxes. The user of a handaxe had to

“trust” that its shape and material would be adequate to the

task, which usually involved cutting into some kind of organic

matter. Since the user probably also made the tool, she or he had

an inbuilt basis for trusting it, including to trust that it wouldn’t

suddenly assume agentive power of its own and diverge from

the user’s goal, notwithstanding any animistic beliefs that might

have been in play. The only other entities with “agency” in this

scenario would have been other proto-humans, and the

distribution of trust across the group would be established

by longstanding social norms and rules. In short, the issue of

trust was severable from other considerations, and its resolution

was an intra-human one.

The history of technology since then has seen that simple

allocation of trust be thoroughly complicated by the folding of

more and more human capability into the tools themselves—at

first physical and then mental [17]. A late medieval cannoneer

had to trust the cannon wouldn’t blow up in his face, but the

location of that trustworthiness still resided in the cannon-

maker. A Jacquard loom weaver, on the other hand, didn’t

have to place her trust in the card-maker because the output

of the loom would reveal if the card-punching was accurate. A

paddle-wheel steamboat passenger had to trust the boat and its

crew, but might have known nothing about the mechanical steam

engine governor that could be trusted (usually) to keep the engine

speed steady. Today’s automobile driver may only partially grasp

the extent to which their survival depends on the trustability of

dozens of microchips installed in the vehicle by factory workers

who were overseeing relatively simple robots, which in turn had

to be trusted to work right, with that chain of trust extending all

the way back to the machines that designed the machines that

designed them. Trust, once a human prerogative, is now diffused

across multiple overlapping systems of systems. A-HMT-S is the

inheritor of this long process.

But what is trust, and what makes an entity trustworthy? This

paper accepts a widely agreed-upon definition of trust as the

willingness of a trusting entity (the trustor) to be vulnerable to a

trusted entity (the trustee) with respect to a pertinent domain, a

trust object, against a backdrop of risk and uncertainty. Trust is

therefore not a static thing but a constantly changeable

relationship between actors, based on the assessment of each

other’s behavior in the relationship. One or both parties have just

enough evidence to believe that the relationship will work out the

way each of them expects it to [18–20]. Though fragile, it is an

absolute, foundational basis of society. That is why Dante in his

Inferno reserved the lowest circle of hell for people who have

betrayed other people’s trust. Trustworthiness, meanwhile, is a

roughly quantifiable set of properties that the trustee in a

relationship displays to the trustor to signal their intentions

and probable behavior.

Each dimension of trust—trustor, trustee, and trust

object—is expressed across a spectrum of generality ranging

from the most particular to the most highly generalized [18].

For example, one terrible visit to a physician may imply the

withdrawal of trust in that particular doctor, in the category of

medical professional she or he represents (e.g., cardiology), or in

the entire community of medical experts. Whether a particular

visit results in the demise of trust at any level of generality

depends on other pertinent variables.

From that starting point, this review will provide a synthesis

of key social scientific thinking relevant to the question of trust

within and between human and non-human actors. The next

section reviews social scientific literature on interpersonal trust,

which is compared with human-machine trust in the section after

that. Empirical and experimental studies have shown that

multiple factors including algorithmic transparency and
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machine error rates affect the level of trustworthiness that

humans ascribe to intelligent machines [21]. But trust in

A-HMT-S is not fully reducible to design issues; we will see

that the broader context of interactions between A-HMT-S and

other spheres of society is also relevant. In order to examine

inter-system trust, the fourth section draws on the urban ecology

tradition in sociology, as well as on research on the construction

of social problems and the sociology of technology. But rather

than introducing concepts in the abstract, it discusses specific

incidents that involve precursors of A-HMT-S. By way of

conclusion, this paper argues that the issue of trust in

A-HMT-S is a specific case of the broader issue of trust in

abstract systems and that as such, trust-building spans

multiple social ecosystems and is supported or undermined by

interactions among them.

2 Industrialization and the
transmutation of trust

2.1 Interpersonal trust

Interpersonal trust is a linchpin of society. As discussed in

Section 1, trust processes can be analyzed in terms of the trustor,

the trustee, the trust object of varying generality degrees. Small-

scale societies are characterized by particularized trust because

interactions tend to be embedded in a local context [17]. Societies

that are more complexly organized require coordination among

actors we may not personally know; in such societies, reliance on

general trust has become widespread and is essential to their

continued existence [22]. In either case, trust depends on

complex mutual understandings that defy easy definition [23].

This tacit and yet robust trust in others to do what amesh of overt

and latent rules dictates, and which makes the social order

possible, is one major focus of ethnomethodology, the

sociological and anthropological study of the rules by which

people organize their everyday lives [24].

Interpersonal trust, in this perspective, operates on a

provisional basis, and involves a sort of pattern-matching

exercise. Confirming every datum imaginable and eliminating

all alternate interpretative possibilities are neither possible nor

called for unless the veracity of a person’s explicit or tacit claim is

called into question. A just-good-enough assessment of the

situation suffices [24]. Thus, if someone who “looks like a

college professor” enters a college classroom and approaches

the podium, students assume that person is the course instructor

and rarely ask for official proof of his or her identity. Additional

elements of legitimation may appear in the form of references to

the shared institutional structure that encompasses both the

professor and the students—the topic of the course, the

academic calendar, the grading system. As long as the

behavior matches the observer’s expectations in that setting,

provisional trust will be satisfied.

We all do this a hundred times a day without even thinking

about it. Social interaction is made possible by everyone’s taking

everyone else’s claims at face value unless some contradictory

evidence emerges that requires vetting [23]. The taken-for-

granted nature of social life constitutes a cognitive and

emotional common ground that is prior even to shared values

and norms—things that are thought of as “culture” in the social

scientific sense. Trust evolves over time in organizations through

interactions that involves people’s values, attitudes, and

emotions [16].

Because interpersonal trustworthiness is not fully or even

primarily grounded in the procedure of fact checking, societies

vary widely in terms of the level of confidence people have about

one another [25]. This is verifiable by looking at situations where

it is lacking. For example, the mafia-type organized crime

syndicates in southern Italy came into being as enforcers of

contracts in a low-trust environment [26, 27]. Farmers who could

not trust their counterparties in selling or buying produce and

livestock had to turn to proto-mafiosi to guarantee transactions

with threats of violence. Similarly, neighborhoods with high

crime rates must invest heavily in security, and endure

stressful anxiety, whereas individuals in low-crime areas can

insouciantly leave their doors unlocked when they go out to

run errands. The erosion of trust makes lives difficult. Until

destroyed, the operation of trust tends to remain invisible, and

yet trust is a public good from which other advantages such as

cooperation, tolerance, functioning democracy, and market

efficiency come about [16, 28].

2.2 Trust inmachines and abstract systems

Industrialization extended the scope of trust relationships to

include abstract systems [29]. Individuals and organizations in

highly industrialized societies must learn to trust knowledge

systems and technologies they do not fully grasp. Again,

perfect grounding is precluded and faith is an integral

dimension underlying trust. People board trains not knowing

how the public transportation system is organized and operated,

and they receive mRNA vaccines to protect themselves against

viral infections without a detailed understanding of the immune

system or vaccine manufacturing. Workers also learn, through

trial and error, to trust machines they operate to mass produce

goods and services. The threat of deskilling might be seen as a

potential source of the erosion of trust in cases of automation, but

Zuboff finds that workers adopt and adapt through explorative

use of new technologies and achieve reskilling by becoming their

adept and creative users [30].

In our capacity as consumers, too, we have entered a world

where we buy things produced by distant others. The rise of

advertising and branding is associated with this shift towards

mass production, distribution, and consumption which Beniger

has called “the control revolution” [17]. Advertising and
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branding are important where interpersonal trust cannot

guarantee the quality of goods produced by large-scale

organizations and sold anonymously. As Max Weber’s

celebrated analysis has shown, bureaucracy arises to enable

the operation of such organizations by releasing trust from

the domain of interpersonal relationships and the immediacy

of face-to-face interaction, replacing it with formally defined

rules and procedures and a hierarchy of offices [31].

3 Difficulties of building trust in
A-HMT-S

Although trust in A-HMT-S has unique aspects, in principle

the questions it raises are predictable extensions of the centuries-

long process that preceded it [29]. Prior to the development of

A-HMT-S, there were systems consisting of human operators

and non-autonomous and non-intelligent machines and tools:

vehicles, missile systems, nuclear power plants, and so on [1, 17].

I call these complex but non-intelligent tools “mundane systems”

in contrast to A-HMT-S.

Technology scholars Hengstler, Enkel, and Duelli argue that

trust in automated systems has two aspects: trust in the

automation technology itself and trust in organizations that

develop it, use it, or in which it is embedded [32]. However,

in the case of trust in A-HMT-S, it is neither analytically tractable

nor appropriate to separate the technology from its organizations

and institutions. The literature on the sociology of technology has

demonstrated the futility of treating a technology’s capabilities

without reference to its users and its context of use. According to

the constructionist perspective of technology, there is no such

thing as technology per se [33, 34]. The emergence of A-HMT-S

reasserts that point with renewed exigency: in A-HMT-S, the

technology implements, enacts, and embodies organizations’

purposes and goals. Technology is the organization in a literal

sense, and vice versa.

Shestakofsky conducted participant-observation research at

a software firm and found that two types of labor were

performed to create dynamic collaboration between humans

and autonomous algorithms [35]. Computational labor

addresses the issue of machine lag, problems posed by

limitations of technologies. Human teams engage in

repetitive information-processing tasks in order to fix gaps

in software infrastructure. At the same time, emotional labor

by human workers deals with human lag, clients’ reluctance to

use algorithms, and mediates the relationship between software

systems and the latter. These findings suggest that trust among

A-HMT-S actors is constructed in the course of collectively

defining tasks and negotiating boundaries [35]. Jarrahi argues

that human-AI symbiosis in organizational decision-making is

possible when AI supplements human cognition and humans

bring a holistic and intuitive approach in dealing with

uncertainty [36].

A theoretical framework that addresses the issue of trust in

A-HMT-S may be developed by treating the amalgam of non-

humans and humans as-they-are. Studies have shown that

human-to-machine trust is affected by various factors: the

extent to which the machine exhibits human-like appearance,

cognitive biases in general, automation-specific complacency and

bias [37], algorithmic error rates, epistemic opacity, and the type

of tasks [38]. Trustworthiness can be ascribed to intelligent

machines and form a basis of productive collaboration in

A-HMT-S, but the presence of biases and complacency means

that humans can over-trust or under-trust intelligent algorithms

and their decisions.

The problem with A-HMT-S is that it often involves “black

box algorithms,” epistemically opaque to human observers

because they keep self-improving by testing and learning [9].

Opacity raises concerns among developers, users, and the general

public. Lee and See, observing that trust is essential in the

adoption of automation systems, recommends such measures

as the disclosure of intermediate results of the algorithms to the

operators and the simplification of algorithms [20]. Similarly,

Burrell supports greater regulations, algorithmic transparency,

and education of the public [9, 39]. The Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) attempted to address the

opacity issue by developing “explainable artificial intelligence”

[40]. Whether systems that “look” human, or visibly inserting

actual humans into the decision loop, have any effect on trust and

affinity is also investigated [41, 42]. It is important, though, to

recall that the issue of trust in “black-box algorithms” is only

among the latest developments in the history of trusting

increasingly distant others and longer chains of factors.

Durán and Jongsma argue, using medical AI as a case study,

that trust in black-box algorithms can be established by the

principle of computational reliabilism (CR) [9]. Striving for

algorithmic transparency, they claim, is a losing strategy

because it defeats the purpose of deploying algorithms in the

first place. “Transparency will not provide solutions to opacity,

and therefore having more transparent algorithms is not a

guarantee for better explanations, predictions and overall

justification of our trust in the result of an algorithm” [9,

p.331]. They suggest employing a version of the heuristic

devices we use to assess the trustworthiness of our social

interlocutors. In any given setting, CR assesses the

trustworthiness of AI not by using interpretive parameters to

check the system’s inner state at points 1 through n, but by

making multiple empirical inferences that turn out to be “good

enough”: A comparison with known solutions (verification),

comparison with experimental data (validation), robustness

analysis, a history of successful or unsuccessful

implementation, and expert knowledge. An analogy with

human interaction is to judge people by their behavior and

set aside speculation about the mental processes that led to

that behavior. Epistemological opacity does not have to be

removed as long as CR can be established [9]. This enables
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users to take advantage of sophisticated black box analysis while

solving the dilemma of being dependent on it without

comprehending its workings.

This is particularly important for medical AI, but is

applicable to other domains and to the question of building

trust in non-AI abstract systems. It is similar to the satisficing

that we saw in the college professor story earlier. Limited as we all

are by bounded rationality [3, 43, 44], humans and organizations

have to abandon the ideal of perfect explainability and treat the

state of trust as provisional and dynamic. Yet for this very reason

provisional trust is a fragile construct that can collapse if

challenged by outsiders. And that is likely to happen at the

border between A-HMT-S and other communities across the

broader society with which it interacts. At that interface, CR may

not help. To address the fact that heterogeneous actors scattered

across heterogenous fields also will be asking themselves

questions about the trustworthiness of A-HMT-S, and about

the impact of A-HMT-S on their own interests, the next section

turns to the ecological perspective originated in urban sociology.

4 A-HMT-S as an ecosystem

Establishing trust in A-HMT-S increasingly entails ethical as

well as legal challenges, including transparency, algorithmic

fairness, safety, security, and privacy. Challenges in

jurisprudence emerge when non-human actors assume

human-like characteristics. Scientific as well as practitioner

knowledge systems engage in articulating goals and means in

trust promotion and production [45]. Opening up black-box

algorithms is often presented as a key to this undertaking. But as

we have seen, perfect algorithmic transparency is not always

feasible or effective. To identify and better understand trust goals

relevant to A-HMT-S, an urban ecology perspective is useful.

Urban ecology, a sociological perspective developed by scholars

at the University of Chicago in the 1920s allows us to grasp the

dynamic and emergent nature of the trustor and the trustee in

interaction because it incorporates heterogenous actors and can

incorporate A-HMT-S as a focus of trust processes. Borrowing its

key metaphor and related concepts, such as territorial

competition and inter-group cooperation, from biology, it

sought to account for the ways different populations

distributed themselves across the space of the city and used its

resources. In that tradition, authors sometimes use the word

“ecology” to describe what we conventionally understand by the

term “ecosystem” [8, 46]. To avoid confusion, this paper will use

that more conventional term. An ecosystem is an autonomous

domain of actors, their tasks, and the relationship between actors

and tasks [46]. It also includes the resources they obtain from the

environment, and the other ways they interact with their

surroundings. Territorial shifts of populations are seen in

terms of invasion and ecological succession or the

replacement of one group by another. For example, residential

patterns of immigrants to major cities in the United States at the

turn of the 20th century were determined by their place of

work—often in the central business district—, as well as by

their material means, and their social distance from native

populations. Neighborhoods that had seen the arrival of

immigrants experienced an exodus of middle-class families;

the new groups further affected the types of businesses and

services in these transitioning neighborhoods. The distribution

of populations and differentiation of space are subjected to the

process of interaction among diverse groups.

At this level of analysis, we can think of whole ecosystems as

units of interaction. A-HMT-S researchers, developers, and

popularizers constitute one such ecosystem. For people

outside it to trust “what the machines are doing,” they have to

trust or at least tolerate the ecosystem as a whole, including the

motivations and behavior of the humans, the type and amount of

environmental resources it uses and the way it uses them.

Outsiders have to satisfy themselves that none of this poses a

threat to their individual and collective livelihood or to how they

understand the world and act in it. And they have to figure out

how to minimize friction at the interface between their own

ecosystem and that of the newcomer. As was mentioned earlier,

achieving and keeping a state of trust will bring both cognitive

and emotional dimensions into play, and the benchmark will

tend to be: How well does this new ecosystem play by the taken-

for-granted rules of everyday life [24]?

In the case of medical A-HMT-S, for instance, in order to

take root in day-to-day medical practice it has to build trust

relationships with patients, regulators, healthcare providers,

insurance providers, and the general public. Computational

reliabilism may be a necessary but not sufficient condition for

that, as each party may judge the situation by different criteria.

Physicians may be most concerned with diagnostic accuracy

while insurance providers may worry over the cost-benefit issues

and hospital technicians may care about fitting new practices into

existing routines. If we recall that trust is a relation of varying

generality as discussed in Section 1, then highly particularized

trust in a trust object does not entail trust in a category or

ecosystem of which that trust object is an instantiation. A

particularized trust object is in fact a construct of multiple

ecosystems. Society-wide trust in A-HMT-S is thus a constant

balancing act. And as we will see in a later section of this paper, it

can be lost when a failure occurs and the system as a whole does

not engage in trust-repairing behavior addressed collectively to

people living and working in other ecosystems.

Mackenzie, drawing on Abbott, used the ecosystemic

perspective in a study of the rise of High-Frequency Trading

and its relation to existing trading and regulatory systems [8]. His

research reveals the ripple effect of technological decisions as

they impinge on the interests of other domains. HFT is a type of

A-HMT-S made possible by machines that can analyze

opportunities and execute orders at a speed that surpasses

that of human-only teams. Because of this advantage, HFT
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firms quickly became major players in their respective markets.

In the process, they generated enormous profits by engaging in

legal but arguably unscrupulous trading activities, made possible

only by the high-speed of their systems. Then, in a move

apparently unrelated to what the HFTs were up to, the New

York Stock Exchange decided to install a new communication

antenna on the roof of its data center. Available to any member

who paid the requisite hefty fee, the antenna would provide a

half-microsecond improvement in transaction time by

eliminating 260 m of fiber optic cable from the transmission

line. This was exactly the sort of time difference the HFTs had

been exploiting through their proprietary technology, and now

their advantage was threatened.

As a prelude to explaining what ensued, MacKenzie revisits

an insurrection that took place in the English community of St.

Albans in the late 14th century [8]. As part of a general wave of

uprisings against feudalism, townspeople invaded the local

Benedictine monastery and, after freeing people held in the

monastery’s prison, entered the abbot’s parlor, methodically

smashed its stone-paved floor, and carried pieces of it away

with them. This seemingly random act was in fact retaliation for a

previous abbot having confiscated the townspeople’s millstones

50 years earlier and used the confiscated stones to pave the parlor

floor. The motive for that had been to achieve a monastic

monopoly over grain-milling and extract the consequent fees.

Townsfolk never forgot this, which exemplifies a key point

MacKenzie wants to emphasize: even seemingly minor

changes in available technology are not neutral but are usually

bound up in power relations with long-lasting effects.

Back in the 21st century New York, the new antenna plan had

similar consequences that drew in multiple institutional

spheres—which MacKenzie refers to as “ecologies.” Eventually,

the Securities and Exchange Commission, a local zoning board,

residents of the town where the data center is located, the Stock

Exchange itself, and others found themselves in conflict over

something which had seemed like a simple technology decision:

eliminating 260 m of fiber. The eventual solution once again

exemplifies the ways in which a material consideration can be

waylaid by issues of power: as of 2020, it had been decided to

reinsert the half-microsecond delay by adding a coil of cable to

the transmission line, thereby returning everything to the status

quo ante.

Mackenzie’s point is generalizable. Just as biological

populations compete for habitat and resources, different social

actors behaving collectively will interact to create an observed

distribution of functions (tasks that need to be executed for the

maintenance of order) and habitats within and between

ecoystems. Interactions will define actors and the nature of

their tasks; what gets done, and who does it, are not rigidly

defined by pre-existing functions [46]. Instead, turf battles for

resources and legitimacy dynamically shape the things actors do

and don’t do, in a manner that social scientists call “co-

constitutive” and that other disciplines might term

“emergent.” Squabbling over a length of fiber optic cable, and

expropriating a paving stone, can be inexplicable outside of a

specific social, political and economic context that makes them

highly meaningful.

The rapid growth of A-HMT-S capabilities and

governmental attempts to control that process is another part

of this story of ecosystems squaring off against one another.

Whether unfettered development is encouraged or restrained is a

function of interactions among the affected ecosystems. Lethal

autonomous weapons systems (LAWS) provide a good example

[2]. They will proliferate in a society if other ecosystems that

interact with it invest in and legitimize their development, but

will be suppressed in any society where the state reins in the

military deployment of A-HMT-S.

The above examples show that when A-HMT-S is deployed it

can trigger social effects across multiple domains. In the labor

market, it can result in job creation, job elimination, or both. In

the political domain, it can produce a crisis among regulators and

legislators. Pfeffer addresses such broader implications in a study

of the impact of AI on the economy and workers’well-being [47].

He points out that the introduction of A-HMT-S can have

detrimental effects on workers by eliminating jobs and forcing

some workers to switch occupational categories, many of whom

already experience stagnant wages and job precarity. Low

fertility, government budget deficits, and runaway debt in

many highly industrialized societies mean that public policy

interventions to attenuate the negative labor market impacts

of A-HMT-S are unlikely. A-HMT-S can be used to promote

human well-being, but Pfeffer observes that they are as likely to

be used in ways that exacerbate economic inequities [47]. If

workers come to regard A-HMT-S as a tool to make themselves

redundant, computational reliabilism will probably not help

them trust it.

The expanding use of A-HMT-S will also force revisions of

school curricula, similar to the way basic computer skills became

a key subject in the final decades of the 20th century [48]. One

can envisage a future in which students are required to learn how

to work with A-HMT-S to optimize learning. The ecosystemic

perspective helps us understand the complex nature of systems

interacting with their environments; it enables us to see that what

seems external to systems themselves are in fact constitutive of

their functions. Adjacent ecosystems regulate, offer incentives

and resources, call for accountability, and do many other things

that can influence the success of A-HMT-S.

In terms of its effects on human activity, A-HMT-S is more

than the automation or translation of tasks formerly performed

by humans. It leads to the emergence of new tasks to address the

challenges that it and other ecosystems present to each other as

they each seek to thrive in the world they must share. In the

course of building explainable systems, A-HMT-S must also

explain itself to any audience whose activities could be

upended by it. At first glance, it may have seemed strange

that Pfeffer’s paper on the effects of AI has data on fertility,
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national deficits and debts, but the ecosystemic perspective

motivates such a focus on a nexus of multiple spheres [47].

5 How technological systems can
breach trust

Prior to the development of A-HMT-S, there were many

systems made up of human operators and non-autonomous

and non-intelligent machines and tools: vehicles, missile

systems, nuclear power plants, and so on. I referred earlier

to these non-intelligent tools as “mundane systems” in contrast

to A-HMT-S. Mundane systems have a track record of

breaching the trust of their users and the general public. The

way they fail illuminates the kind of trust issues that A-HMT-S

may face going forward.

5.1 Mundane system trust erosion: Three
brief examples

Drunk driving: Car accidents caused by drunk drivers, and

the public discourse surrounding them, remind us that the

accepted narrative of interdependence between driver, car, and

environment is only one of several potential ways to constellate

the relevant elements. Typically, when an accident happens the

drunk driver is designated as the “cause” and becomes the target

of moral opprobrium. Alternate reasonings are possible but

rarely accepted in what Gusfield calls the public drama of

social problems [49]. The lack of public transportation to

venues that serve alcohol, or the mingling of cars and

pedestrians on the same thoroughfares, could be conducive to

accidents caused by drunk driving, and yet poor urban planning

is rarely singled out as a cause. Car manufacturers are not held

accountable for building vehicles that can kill regardless of what

mental state the operator is in. The underlying assumption

regarding the interdependence of the driver, the car, and the

streets is that the driver should be a morally upstanding

individual who exercises prudence and is capable of

controlling their own behavior. The presence of accidents

caused by sober but incompetent drivers indicates that the

association between behavior and morality involves the choice

of a certain perspective.

Titan II missile explosion: In 1980, a Titan II intercontinental

ballistic missile at a missile complex in Damascus, Arkansas was

damaged when a worker accidentally dropped a wrench socket

down its silo during a routine check of the oxidizer tank pressure,

which caused a fuel leak [50]. The fuel exploded the following

day, resulting in one death and multiple injuries. The

interdependence of humans and non-intelligent machines can

go awry without moral failure by the humans. The coexistence of

the worker, the socket, and the vulnerable tank surface led to the

explosion.

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant failure: After the

East Japan Earthquake of 2011, the resulting tsunami hit the

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant and its reactor cooling

system failed. This led to reactor meltdowns, explosion and the

atmospheric release of radioactive material [51]. A nuclear plant

is an example of a mundane system. Even though the plant uses

multiple machines and robots, they are not autonomous or

intelligent. In the case of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear

Powerplant, it turned out that TEPCO, the plant operator,

and other related organizations had underestimated the risk of

losing reactor cooling after a tsunami. Some seismologists

familiar with the region’s earthquake and tsunami history had

warned that a cooling system failure due to major tsunami was

possible, but those warnings were not heeded [52]. The

interdependence between humans and the plant was disrupted

not by a gap intrinsic in their relationships—both humans and

the plant were executing tasks assigned to them—but by TEPCO

management’s decision years earlier to ignore evidence of a

serious environmental risk.

As these cases illustrate, the interdependence of elements in

mundane systems can be eroded by various factors. The

misplacement of trust may only become evident ex post.

Drunk drivers should not be trusted to drive safely and yet

there is currently no scalable solution to prevent them from

getting behind the wheel. The missile fuel tank was not designed

to withstand the damage caused by a falling wrench socket, and it

was never anticipated that a worker might drop a socket inside

the silo. The Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant was supposed to

have been built on safe ground and the risk of earthquake and

tsunami was believed to be manageable, because the scientists

who had warned of potential damage to the cooling system were

considered an untrusted minority.

Being systems comprised of human and non-human actors,

and operating among other groups and systems with their own

idiosyncrasies, A-HMT-S could fail in the same ways mundane

systems do: lack of fail-safe mechanisms, human error, poor

coordination between actors. However, they can fail in ways

unique to them because they have two types of intelligence:

human intelligence and machine intelligence. Some further

examples will illustrate this.

5.2 Two cases of failure in systems that are
“A-HMT-S-adjacent”

Boeing 737 Max: Two crashes of this Boeing model were

caused by some pilots’ inability to interact correctly with software

that had been implemented to compensate for certain stall

conditions [11, 12]. Optimistically named Maneuvering

Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS), the software

conflicted with human pilots’ judgement and behavioral habits

acquired over years of flying previous 737s. A 737 Max without

MCAS tends to nose upward in flight because of its large engines
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placed high on the wing. A nose-up condition can trigger a stall,

which is a bad thing for an aircraft. MCAS identifies some

conditions under which it automatically forces the nose

downward. In the case of the two accidents, pilots who didn’t

know why the plane was suddenly dipping its nose reacted

incorrectly and set in motion a sequence of events that led to

tragedy.

But why place the engines so high? Because more efficient

engines have larger diameter than less efficient ones, and to

prevent them from scraping against the ground, they had to be

positioned higher on the wing than the engines on earlier 737s.

This higher placement compensates for the fact that the plane’s

landing gear struts are short, which was a design decisionmade in

the 1960s to make the 737 cargo bay accessible at smaller airports

that lacked a full complement of loading equipment, and that

design factor was never changed through many decades. A long

chain of design and performance decisions, and several hundred

deaths, resulted arguably from that single criterion. This also

means that redesigning the wing and engine was not even

possible without many other changes that would turn it into a

completely new plane, requiring a lengthy and costly certification

process with multiple regulatory agencies involved. Once Boeing

decided to “re-engine” the 737, a software fix was the only option

to compensate for the awkward aerodynamics of the high-

mounted engines. Boeing vigorously lobbied with regulators to

allow the design changes without fully sharing details with airline

companies or pilots [11]. Pilots were not informed about the

existence, much less the operation, of MCAS; in the case of the

two fallen planes they had not received simulator training to

work with the software.

Boeing 737Max can be regarded as a precursor to full-fledged

A-HMT-S. Humans are on the loop rather than in the loop [2].

When they are not given authority to intervene when software

made a faulty move, or when they aren’t sure how to react to a

machine decision, the entire system fails catastrophically.

ShotSpotter: ShotSpotter uses specially designed

microphones, AI, and human analysts to detect and geolocate

gunshots. It claims to offer precision policing solutions to detect

crimes and protect lives. In May 2020, based on evidence from

this gunfire detection system, a Chicago man named Michael

Williams was accused of shooting a neighbor. Forensic reports

prepared by ShotSpotter employees established his culpability.

After he had been in jail for nearly a year, a judge decided the

evidence against him was too weak and the case was dismissed.

Williams claims he was giving a ride to the victim when that

person was shot by someone else [53].

As is the case with human interactions, human-machine

systems must earn the trust of those with whom they interact.

With the ShotSpotter case and the 737 Max disasters, these

systems that are on the road to A-HMT-S may not deserve

anything more than a skeptical and provisional assessment of

trustworthiness. Trust in mundane systems and A-HMT-S are

both examples of trust in abstract systems, which is always

potentially fraught with suspicion and competing claims [29].

What is distinct about trust in A-HMT-S granted by outside

actors such as themedia and the political system is that it involves

trust in decisions made by autonomous and intelligent machines

[1, 2, 4, 7, 39]. When high-stakes decisions such as making a

criminal accusation or flying an airplane are made by A-HMT-S

and then turn out to be wrong, trust will naturally erode.

But A-HMT-S are not solely responsible for their ability to

achieve societal trust. Other ecosystems can enhance or suppress

the likelihood of it. For example, Muehlematter and Vokinger

recommend that one way to improve public trust in artificial-

intelligence and machine-learning-based medical devices is to

increase transparancy regarding their regulation and approval.

Currently, there is an unexplained gap in the timing of approval

of devices commonly approved in the United State and

Europe [54].

A breach in trust could also set off what Alexander called

the “societalization” of A-HMT-S [55]. Societalization

happens when long-enduring problems cease to be internal

to a given ecosystem (in the usage we employed earlier) and

are redefined as a general crisis in the public sphere. Media

play the role of agenda-setter with increased and detailed

coverage [55]. Investigative reporting of dramatic cases cracks

them open for public discourse and denunciation. The

societalization process may trigger regulatory intervention,

but that will depend on whether politicians perceive that what

is at stake is aligned with their own interests: another example

of different ecosystems interacting at the boundary of their

respective domains [46].

The 737 Max disasters and the erroneous prosecution with

ShotSpotter data foreshadow what the societalization of A-HMT-

S might look like. General public trust in A-HMT-S will have to

be actively produced and continuously maintained if A-HMT-S

is to achieve the hoped-for synergy of humans and autonomous

machines. The current backlash against documented instances of

biased algorithms shows the consequences of failing to secure

such trust [39, 56–58]. In 2020, a computer algorithmwas used to

determine grades for the General Certificate of Secondary

Education and A-level qualification in the United Kingdom

when exams were cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The algorithm was found to disproportionately and

systematically suppress the grades of students from

disadvantaged backgrounds because it used the historical

grade distribution at the school level to weight the grades of

individual students [59]. Faced with a nationwide controversy,

the algorithmically-generated grades were eventually replaced

with alternative grades that integrated teachers’ assessments. The

emergent A-HMT-S deservedly failed to earn the trust of the

public.

This section has focused on challenges involved in

building trust in A-HMT-S, using cases that revealed

design or deployment gaps. Of course, there are also cases

in which human and non-human actors successfully achieve
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fully collaborative participation. In some such cases, non-

human actors acquire their own agency equivalent to that of

human actors and cease to be a mere assistant to the human

actors [2, 4].

6 Conclusion

This paper reviewed the social scientific literature that

illuminates our understanding of issues regarding trust in

A-HMT-S. In research on AI and trust, establishing trust is

often presented as a matter of algorithmic transparency above

all [39]. Since A-HMT-S can inadvertently incorporate existing

forms of inequality and discrimination, improving algorithmic

transparency is certainly a key challenge. At the same time, the

present review offers a broader context. The taken-for-granted

nature of interpersonal trust among humans suggests some of the

ground that human-machine systems will have to cover in order to

display trustworthiness, and to achieve and maintain relationships

of trust [8, 23, 24]. Anthropomorphizing interfaces and developing

explainable AI are attempts to achieve trust within the ecosystem

of A-HMT-S. But those things alone will probably not be enough

to curtail skepticism on the part of people outside that ecoystem.

Skepticism is not a luddite reaction. Rather, it is a predictable

caution about the effects that A-HMT-S can have on well-being of

those whose lives and livelihoodsmay be touched by them [47, 59].

A-HMT-S researchers and developers’ engagement with the labor

market, academia, mass media and other domains will contribute

importantly to the goal of securing trust about technologies that

are not fully explicable and yet lead to highly consequential

outcomes.
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